Further studies in the reduction of residual in Harshaw TLD-100H (LiF:Mg,Cu,P).
This paper describes further investigations and results in the reduction of residual signal in Harshaw TLD-100H, 600H and 700H (LiF:Mg,Cu,P). TLD-100H is an advanced, relatively new dosimetric material with near tissue-equivalence, flat energy response, and the ability to measure beta, photon and, more importantly, neutrons all from the same base material. The simple glow curve structure provides insignificant fade over extended dosimetric periods of up to 1 y. A criticism of the material has been the residual as compared with TLD-100 (LiF:Mg,Ti). We will show how high-temperature peaks cause the residual signal. We will also show how the various parameters and conditions of the residual measurement technique as well as the configuration of the sample affect the residual measurements. A brief description of the experimental paths taken during our investigation will be presented. We will show how we have reduced the high-temperature peaks of LiF:Mg,Cu,P in our manufacturing process while not affecting other dosimetric properties of this material. The improvements and material properties that need to be shown have been incorporated into our production processes. LiF:Mg,Cu,P stands as a premier choice for personal dosimetry and has been integrated into personal, environmental and extremity configurations of the Harshaw TLD family-line of products.